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We often read, hear the phrase, Education is the key to Success. For most of us, we really do believe that it is true. As a teacher we play as important role to our students to achieve their goals and become successful in life. We motivate our students to show their strengths and abilities and help them discover and nurture their hidden talents. Teachers encourage their students to have self-confidence, to believe on their selves that they can do it right just have focus and trust on what you’re doing.

Empowering the learner for me, means that, as teachers we should let our students or learners take responsibilities and know that they are the one that is responsible for whatever outcome will occur. With these we make them feel empower in doing something productively. They will feel the sense of being important for being part of the successful outcome. Boosting their morale to the highest level.

In reality, teachers differs from one another. Not all teachers are the same though we may say they all have the same goal and that is to educate/teach all their learners. Imparting or passing their knowledge to the next generation. They have different techniques and approach on executing these knowledge to their students.

Teachers nowadays are no longer seen as the stereotype teachers because they are all different and unique. They do not box their selves on merely teaching lessons on a particular subject, they extend their selves for their students. They become a parents, in guiding their student to live righteously. They become a friend, when you need somebody that you can lean on.
So you can only say that a true and unique teacher can teach, only if the students are learning. A teacher teaching without good/positive result is not consider a good teacher after all.